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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

TECHNICAL NOTE 3927

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF SURIACE TREA!llKENT

ON THE STRENGTH OF A TITANIUM CARBIDE - 30 PERCENT

NICKEL BASE CERMET

By Leonard Robins and Edward M. Grala

SUMMARY

The effect of various surface treatments on the room-temperature
modulus of rupture and impact strength of a nickel-bonded titanium car-
bide cermet were investigated. The average strengths for the treatments .
varied from about 200,000 to SOjOOO winds per =Wre ~ch in ~dulus of ““:.
rupture, and about 3.5 to 1 inch-pound in impact resistance. The
strengths of lapped, grit-blasted, diamond-ground, or vapor-blasted
specimens were not significantly different. The most serious losses of
strength occurred after oxidation (at 16000 Ffior 100 hr), surface
roughening by acid attack, and severe grinding with a 60-grit silicon
carbide abrasive wheel. The modulus-of-rupture strength of oxidized
specimens was improved after grit blasting-or
abrasive wheel. The magnitude of the changes
rupture strengths for some surface treatments

INTRODUCTION

The currently poor reliability of cermet

regrinding with a diamond
in impact and modulus-of-
were quite different.

turbine blades prohibits
their use in Jet ‘&&ines. Since cermets are relatively brittle, small
surface imperfections can be expected to result in a large loss of
strength and impact resistance and, consequently, to influence the re-
liability. These surface imperfections may originate during fabrication.
In addition, a cermet turbine blade is exposed to a number of conditions
during operation (e.g., erosion, abrasion, corrosion, and oxidation)
which can further alter the surface. Theoretical and experimental in-
vestigations of the effect of surface condition on the strength of sev-
eral brittle materials have shown that small surface defects can radi-
cally affect strength properties (e.g., refa. 1 and 2); however> no such
study has been reported for cermets.
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In order to provide information on the effect otsurtace treatment
on the strength of cermets, an exploratory investigation has been made .
to determine the room-temperaturemodulus-of-rupture and i~ctitrengths
of titanium carbide - nickel base cermet specimens which receive-dvsri-
ous surface treatments. The types of surface treatment-employedwere
grinding, lapping, blast cleaning,.,acidroughening, and oxidizing. Some
oxidized specimens were refinished by grindin& or grit blasting.

—

Several ofithe treatment=”used”in thi~ study were selected because
they are pertinent to current experimentationtith cermet turbine blades.

“P
~

Diamond grinding is-used to grind tiurbineblade roatsj vapor blasting UY
is often used to give sintered cermet turbine blades a uniform finish;
lapping is sometimes used to improve the concentricity and fit of mat-
ing components (e.g., at the root section of cermet turbine blades);
and the blades oxidize during operation. On the other hand, to exag-
gerate some of these effects, other treatments selected were as follows:

.-

using a large vertical feed per pass to’obtain a b@ly giound ‘Surface -“
-—

and chattermarks with silicon carbide abrasive; acid rou@eni&; and
—.-

steel-gritblasting. .

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES .—

Specimens
*

The cermet specimens were produced commercially by powder-metall~gy
techniques frcm a single batch oilcarbide and nickel powders. The Compo-
sition, designat~ K152B, is nominally 62 percent”titanium carbide, 8 per-
cent complex carbide of niobium, tantalum, and titanium, and 30 percent
nickel by weight-. The structure consists of,a mixture of angular carbide
particles, metal binder (a nickel-rich solid solution), and perhaps
graphite. Representative microstructqres.are shorn in figure lj the
carbides appear dark gray, and the binder phaae appears white. It%s
believed that-some of the black area 1s graphite, while the rem~inder
is porosity and holes which result from “pull-outs!’during cutting,
grinding, and polishing. — 1.

.

Twelve “as-received”bars were radiographically inspected and, -- —

since no internal defects were observed,the remaining bars were pre-
sumed ta be sound and were not inspected. ,..

Surface Treatment

The surface treatments are described in table I. The bars listed
in column A were received rough ground to a 0.23-iWh squsre.

●

Prior to
the surface treatments shown these bars were ground, using the proce-
dure listed under treatment 1, to the pretreatment dimensions shown on ●
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the table. The bsrs in column B were received ground to a 0.1875-inch
sqyare by the procedure listed under treatment II and then surface
treated. Except where noted in the remarks, all final cross sections
were within j4.0005 inch of 0.1875-inch square. The length was 1.50
inch. In those cases where the surfaces were prepared by grinding or
lapping, the abrading was done parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
specimens.

Characterization of Surfaces

A description of the test specimens after surface treatment is pre- -
—

sented in table II. Except for the penetrant-oil examination, one spec-
imen per surface treatment was used in each of the following examinations:

Penetrant oil. - The surfaces of all specimens were examined tier
treating with a post-emulsifier penetrant oil.

Macroappearance. - A photograph of the magnified surfaces of frac-
tured specimens is shown in figure 2. Since luster shouldj to some ex-
tent, depend on the surface roughness of the specimens (except in the
case where the specimen was oxidized or etched], figure 2 has been sr-
ranged, from left to right, in order of visually apparent decreasing
luster.

Microstructure. - Photomicrographs of the edges of transverse sec-
tions are shown in figure 1. The sections were cut from fractured test

.—

specimens.

Hardness. - Hardness measurements were made on the treated surface
of fractured specimens using the A scale of a standard Rockwell tester.
The hsrdness value was the average of four or more measurements.

Roughness. - A profilometer (surface analyzer) was used to indicate
the surface roughness of the test specimens. The instrument metiures,
in microinches, the root-meam-sq-e deviation from the mean surface.
Except for the diamond-~ound specimens, the differences.in roughness
values for traverses made parallel and perpendic~l= to ths .~o~itudi~l. __

.—

direction in the specimen were very small and within the experimental
scatter. The exception is noted in table II. —

ment

used

Evaluation of Strength

A minimum of two specimens was evaluated for each surface treat-
in the following room-temperature strength tests:

Modulus of ruptue. - A 120,C00-pound-capacitytesting machine was
for modulus-of-rupture evaluations. The specimens were supported -r-—
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0.25 inch from each end (distance between supports is 1 in.) by hardened
steel rods and broken by loading with an apposed, centrally located,
hardened steel rd.

.
The rate of-loading was 22,000 pounds per square

3nch per minute; The modulus of rupture is the maxhnum tensile stress
developed at a surface of the spechens md is calculated from the fol-

—

lowing eqxa.tion: . -.

Modulus Of rupture = 1.5
(transversebreak= load)(span length)

(specimen width)(spechnen thickness)2

Impact strength. - A 25.5-inch-pound-capacityIzod pendulum test=
ing machine was used to determine the--unnotch.ed@@et strength of the
spechnens. A detailed description of the equipment and evaluation pro-
cedure is given ti reference 3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Modulus-of-rupture and impact-strength data are given in table III,
snd the average st&@h value= are graphically shown h-figure 3. The-
resul.tsare as follows:

.
(1) There is little difference amom t~ modulus-of-rupture and

tipact strengths after lapping, fismond-abrasive-grinding,vapor-blasting,
or grit-blasting treatments. The strengths after these treatments are .

the highest obtained in this study.

(2) Despite the fact that the lapped specimens were equal or su-
perior to the others on the basis of all surface inspections (table 11),
their strengths were not unusually high and, h fact, they may have
suffered a small loss in modulus of rupture. There is no explanation
for this behavior.

(3) Siguificant clifferences were revealed by the tnspections of
the diamond-ground and vapor- or grit-blasted surfaces, particularly
in the microstructure (figs. l(a), (b), (e}, snd (f)) and the surface
roughness (table II). As stated previously, there is no sigaificamt
difference betwem the strengths after treatment. Possible reasons
for this are:

(a) The grinding was in a direction paraQel to the applied
stress. Had the direction of grindtig been normal to the stress, sig-
nificant differences might have been revealed.

(b) The vapor- or grit-bl.asttigtreatments resulted in some
roundtig of the edges of the test spechens.

%
This rounding may have

offset the expected loss of the strength because ofro~ening.
.
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(4) As expected on the basis of the surface inspections, oxidizing
. or acid roughening both result in a low modulus of rupture and the low-

est impact strengths. .- .—

(5) Refinishing oxidized specimens by diamond-abrasive grinding
or steel-grit blasting results in m appreciable recovery of the modu-
lus of rupture. This result was achieved with a negligible reduction
of the cross-sectional area. No -et tests were made on the refin-
ished specimens.

(6) Severe grinding (with silicon carbide abrasive), which caused
chatter marks and considerable surface scra.tchtig,results in the lowest
modulus of rupture for any of the treatments, while the impact strength
was about the same as the high values of those h result (1).

While only prelim.hary conclusions concerning the effects of the
vsrious treatments can be drawn from the data, the results indicate
that the strength of this titenium csrbid~ - nickel base cermet can be
varied over a range of from about 200,000 to 80,~ psi In a mdulus-
of-rupture test, and 3.5 to 1 inch-pounds h an impact test, by surface
treating alone. It is Wteresting to note that because of the differ-

. ent natures of the modulus-of-rupture and impact tests, the surface
treatments are rated b a different order by each test.

. The low strength of the oxidized specimens.is of special impor-
tance stice cermet turbine blades are ~osed to oxidatim duxing serv-
ice in jet engines; this result wi31 be considered further. As stated
ti table 11, no microstructural changes appear to occur after lCO hours
at 1600° F h the zone below the oxidized layers. This is in agreement
with reference 4, which states that no age hardening was observed and
the properties are unchs.ngedby heat treatment. Therefore, the low
modulus-of-rupture and impact stren@h must be due to the oxidation.
This strength loss due to oxidation may explain the steep stress-to-
rupture curves for this material (ref. 5, pp. 1, 3, and 76). The pre-
ceding hypothesis differs from a tentative theory, based on a solution-
reprecipitation mechanism resulting h coalescence of the carbide par-
ticles, which has been advanced to ~lain the relatively steep slope
(ref. 5, pp. 1-23). The detrimental effect of oxidation on the strength
of metal-bonded titaniun cszbide cexmets has, however, also been noted
by others (ref. 6, p. 988). h this reference, on the basis of a few
tests, the decrease in modulus of rupture after oxidation was danon-
strated to be proportional to the thickness ticrease.

.

Additions to improve the oxidation resistance of nickel-bonded ti-
tanium carbide cermets that have been reported include a solid-solution
carbide of niobium, tantalum, and titaniw (ref. 6}; chromium in solu-
tion with the binder metal (ref. 7); chrcmium carbide (ref. 4); and
silicon carbide (ref. 8). The ffist addition (ref. 6) is the one
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incorporated in the material reported hereti. This addittin is not en-
tirely satisfactory with regard to retaining the original strength on
the basis of the strength loss after exposing this..naterialto oxida-
ti~ ati-16000F for 100 hours (re~~t (4)}. 1~~ -p~s~iblet~t t~
other additions (refs. 4, 7, and 8) produce more effective protection
against oxidation. The data.also suggest that.the vapor- or grit-
blasting processes may offer a shple and”inexpensive means of%ecov-
ering the properties of cermets whose surfaces have been damaged by
oxidation (see result (5)).

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

.

The room-temperature modulus-of-rupttie and @act stren@h were
determtied for a 70 percent carbide - 30 percen-tal titaaium csrbide -
nickel base cermet after several different surface treatments. Some
surface treatments msrkedQ altered the strength properties. Printipal
losses in strength occurred after the as-ground spech.ens were given one
of the fo120wtig surface treatments: Oxidaticm at 1600° F for 100 hours;
roughening with aqua regia; Wd severe grinding with a s31.iconcarbiti... .... _.
abrasive wheel. The moduluk-of rupture of oxidized specimens increased
after refinishtig the surface by grit blasting or grindtig with a dia- .

mend abrasive wheel. Lapping with diamond powder, steel-grit blasting,
amd vapor blasting had little or no effect on the as-ground strength.

.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, December 11, 1956
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TJBLE I. - PSSPARATtON 02 SORIACS-TflEA’ED SPSCDTSN6

ma-m t Number of Pretrea*~t sur~~oetreatintAbrafllveorreagen
A B F c“”~t w~ace .Vea.thal Rawb

Bpecti crOBa Bectlon,
In. BQ

feed per
%% pa=?.,

t 4 0.23 220-Grit diamond 220-Grit re6in.oid- Watepand 5KXI o.m5-
grindhg bonded diamti soluble 0.0010

wheel 011

II 4 F-regrinding loo-arlt dimmd KkW3rit resinOid- Dnknom Vnbnm LTnhm
crus.s aeotlon srlnd@ b~ded dlarmud

Ulkllown wbmel

III e 0.160 w ~PP% 45+1 d.iamcmd wste 1 None -------- --------

final 0.00QS in.
removed withW
dlamod paslx

Iv 4 0.2s Severe silicon 60-Grit vitreo+.u+ Water and 5CW o.aYz- Re.wlted in “abatter.
aarbide mtiding bonded siliocm .h-uble o.@33 mai-lmm on tmrfaae

carbide wheel 01.1

v 4 .0.160 VaP~ blaatti 40-80 Grit mushed Water “.--.--- --------

silica 6and-
water spray (nOr,-
Zle pl-e8KlLl-e,
6W lb/~q in. )

VI 4 0.190 Wit bl.astq 0.03 to o.04-in. Air -------- ---_-_.-

anguku steel
particles (nozzle
prentwre, 10CQ
lb/aq h.)

vII m 4,4 0.1873 Oxldlzing Air at 1800° F for --------- -------- --------- slight buildlql of
100 h. o~idea!G mfam;

fhal aroaa maotian
of 0,190 in. aq

VIII 2 0.1075 Oxidizing and 220. Air a 16’X@ F for

L

--------- -------- --------

~it dlawmd 100 kc followed

Pm by abmnt I

m 2 0.1875 &idiZillg and Air at 16CQ0 F for --------- -------- -—------

grit blant~ NJ k followed
by treatment VI

x 4 0.195 Aoid roughen.hg W~gqua regia for --------- “------- --------
%&&ii&::m8 were

. .

: %te of ,mrfacla removal was greate+ thm mxp+3ted.

, #
6b7

I
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TABLEIII. - STRENGTHPROP~TIES OF SURFAcE-

TREATEDTITANIUMCARBIDE- NI_

BASE CERMET (K152B)

Surface treatment Modulus Impactstrength,
of rupture, in.-lb

psl

As-ground 202,000 -3.8
220-grit 191,000 2.4
diamond(I-A)

As-ground 194,000 4.1
100-grit 174,000 3.3
diamond(II-B)

Lapped (III-A) 179,000 –3.9
179,000- 3’.3
178,000 3.1
146,000 3.1.

Severesiliconcar- 84,000 3.3
bide gbrasi.ve ao,ooa 2.7
ground(IV-A)

Vaporblasted(V-A) 199,000 3.7
182,000 3.4

Gritblasted(VI-A) 202,000 3.3
202,000 2.6

Oxidized %47 ,000 %.8
(16000.F;Iooti)
(VI1-A,B) b147,000 bl.6

’146,000 “c1.2

C139,000 C1.2

Oxidized“end 183,000
diamondabrasive 176,00C”-”
ground(VIII-A)

Oxidizedand 200,000
gritblaated“(IX-A) 168,000

Acid rougheneda(X-A] 165,00U‘- 0.9
158,000 .8

.
‘Cross-sectionaldimensionsof..testspecin~nawere
undersize(0.165insteadof 0.188in. sq).

bTreatmentVII-B.
cTreat,mentVII-A.

.

.

.

“

.
—
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(a) 220-Gritdiamond-ab~sfveground.

+ -t W*.

l“”
-.?. . r * -p

*

●
,

, *“ *“

.

.

(b)10(hGrit

Figure1. - Microstructieof

, *9
\ d

C-43471

diamond-abrasiveground.

surface-treatedspecimens.No etch;.XIOOO.

11
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(c) Diamond lapped.
—

. .

,.
c-~S72

(d) Severe siliconcarbideabrasiveground.

.
..

.

.

*

Figure1.- Centinued.Microstructureof”surface-treated specimens.No etch;XIOOO.
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Figure1.

(e)Vapor blasted.

-+. .-*. ----

*“. ;“,”? “. ●-: ““ ‘.-:
.“

.jh
c-43473

(f) Steel grit blasted.

Continued. Microstructureof smface-treated specimens. No

.-. ---——-

etch; XJJw3.
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Figure 1. c
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(g) oxidizedfor 100 hours at 1600° 1?.

**.. - .-.– ,..

,,-— A. — -4 .–- .—*_— ___

,@ -“-”; 4- ~ . . .
.“* ;

● ; ● .-
. . . :>

..” .

. .
C-43474

(h)Roughenedwith aquaregfi.

!bnoluded.Mlcrostructme of surface-treatedspecimem. NO etch;

.

.

Xlooo.
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(a) Diamond (b) Diamond- (c) Severe (d) Grit (e) Vapor (f/nkiied (g) Acid
lapped abrasive silicon blasted blasted
(III).

. roughened
ground carbide (VI). (v) . (x) .
(I). abrasive

ground
(Iv).

Figure 2.- Surface-treatedtestspecimens;X5. (Treatmentm.mb~s referto tableI.)

.

.
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AB-d.immd ground; 220-grit

As-diemon& ground; 103-glt

Lapped

6evere Bilicon carbide abrasive
ground .-

Vapor blasted

Grit blasted
.—

Acid roughened
-~

Oxidized (16@0 F; 100 hz’)

0xi6izedanddismordabreaiveground

Oxidizedandgritblasted

I I I I
o 50,Wo 103,OCKJ lso,cm 200,000

Modulus of rupture, psi

(a) Average modulus of rupture.

As-dAamnd gmwd; lCO-&z’it

Upped

9hsre silicon carbide abrasive
@JXmJld

Vapor bhsted

Gritblasted

Acid roughened

Gxldized(16W0F; 100hr)

I

!

.
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